Comparative study of PtNi nanowire array gas diffusion electrodes toward oxygen reduction reaction by half-cell measurement and PEMFC test
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Abstract

A clear understanding of catalytic activity enhancement mechanisms in fuel cell operation is necessary for a full degree translation of the latest generation of non-Pt/C fuel cell electrocatalysts into high performance electrodes in proton exchange membrane fuel cells (PEMFCs). In this work, PtNi nanowire (NW) array gas diffusion electrodes (GDEs) are fabricated from Pt nanowire arrays with Ni impregnation. A 2.84-fold improvement in the ORR catalytic activity is observed for the PtNi NW array GDE (cf. the Pt NW array GDE) using half-cell GDE measurement in 0.1 M HClO₄ aqueous electrolyte at 25°C, in comparison to only 1.07-fold power density recorded in PEMFC single cell test. Ionomer is shown to significantly increase electrochemically active surface area of the GDEs, but the PtNi NW array GDE suffers from Ni ion contamination at a high temperature, contributing to decreased catalytic activities and limited improvement in operating PEMFCs.
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1. Introduction

The proton exchange membrane fuel cell (PEMFC) is a key technology in the development of environmentally friendly and sustainable hydrogen based energy economies. The widespread adoption of this technology is limited by the high cost of the Pt based catalysts, representing up to 40% of the total fuel cell cost [1]. Significant reduction in the platinum group metal (PGM) loading was made in 1980s by the development of the currently common used catalyst layer (CL) made of Pt nanoparticles supported on carbon (Pt/C) mixed with proton conducting ionomer [2]. Afterwards, research has focused on improving inherent catalytic activities of Pt based catalysts towards the oxygen reduction reaction (ORR) in order to ultimately reduce the amount required in PEMFC systems [3,4]. Great advancements have been made in both understanding the compositional and structural attributes that make the ideal ORR catalyst [5], and nanomaterial synthesis techniques, culminating in catalysts with a mass activity of 30 times higher than that defined in the DoE 2020 targets [6].

Despite this, the catalyst loading at the cathode in practical fuel cell applications is still around 0.2 mg Pt cm$^{-2}$, corresponding to a reduction of just half of those three decades ago. One factor for the low performance in fuel cells is the dependence of local O$_2$ transport resistance on the roughness factor of PEMFC electrodes whereby a low loading is disadvantaged at a high current density [7], in addition to the limitations imposed by virtue of Butler-Volmer kinetics [8]. There has also been a clear disparity reported between the catalytic performance of non-Pt/C ORR catalysts demonstrated in half-cell electrochemical measurement in liquid electrolytes (usually using the rotating disk electrode (RDE) technique) and those obtained in a working PEMFC [9–11]. In this critical time of climate change, it is crucial for this disparity to be better understood and for material scientists to focus on the translation of the high activities of the latest generation of fuel cell catalysts into higher performance PEMFCs, therefore facilitating this clean technology for an extensive commercialization.

One branch of non-Pt/C catalysts that have shown both promising ORR catalytic activities and PEMFC performance is one-dimensional (1D) nanostructures such as Pt nanowires (NWs) [6,12]. Due to their highly ordered crystalline structure, enhanced specific activities of 1D nanostructures over 0D nanoparticle (NP) analogues have been demonstrated [13–15]. NWs have also been shown to be more stable than NPs due to a reduced susceptibility to surface dissolution, aggregation and Ostwald ripening [16]. Of particular interest is the simple, surfactant and template free formic acid reduction method to synthesize ultra-thin single crystal Pt NWs grown along the <111> crystal direction [17]. Sun et al synthesized
unsupported and supported Pt NW catalysts using this method and demonstrated improved ORR activities and stability [18,19]. Our group has since adapted this formic acid reduction approach for the highly simple fabrication of gas diffusion electrodes (GDEs) with Pt NW arrays. Initially, Pt NWs were grown on carbon paper gas diffusion layers (GDLs) where outstanding ORR activity was observed by improved O₂ mass transport properties, as a direct result of the high aspect ratio of NWs obtained in addition to the thin CL structure [20]. Iterations on this work have demonstrated improved NW distribution through the modification of the GDL surface such as by using Pd nanoseeds [21,22], active screen plasma (ASP) nitriding [23] or the refinement of reaction temperature [24], all of which demonstrated improved fuel cell performance.

Inspired by promising catalytic activities of PtNi alloys, a method of fabricating PtNi NWs via the post-synthetic reduction and annealing of Ni onto the Pt NW structure was demonstrated on carbon nanosphere support [25]. With this simple process, the mass activity of the Pt NW/C catalyst was boosted by 1.78-fold (using half-cell electrochemical measurement in liquid electrolyte). However, the single cell test in PEMFCs showed very poor power performance as a consequence of surface Ni hydroxide species. Here, this method of Ni incorporation onto pre-existing Pt structures is combined with post acid leaching treatment for fabricating PtNi NW array GDEs. The annealing temperature, ionomer content and acid leaching are studied to understand the influence mechanisms of the catalyst surface properties with the GDEs based on the power density recorded in PEMFC test and intrinsic catalytic activities obtained using ex-situ GDE measurement in liquid electrolyte. It is expected the knowledge achieved here could provide a better understanding of the disparity between half-cell electrochemical measurement and PEMFC tests in the evaluation of the catalytic performance of PtM alloys.

2. Experimental

2.1. Materials

All H₂O used was deionised using a Millipore water system (18 MΩ). Sigracet 39BC carbon paper was used as GDLs. H₂PtCl₆ (8 wt% in H₂O), HCOOH (≥ 95%), isopropyl alcohol (IPA), NiCl₂.6H₂O, NaBH₄ and HCl (37%) were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich. HNO₃ (70%) was obtained from Fisher Chemicals. 0.1 M NaOH was made in-house with 10 M NaOH solution from Fluka Biochemika. 10% Nafion® solution (D1021) was purchased from Ion Power Inc. Pt/C catalyst (45.9 wt%, TEC10E50E) from Tanaka KikinzokuKogyo K. K. (TKK) was used as a benchmark and Johnson Matthey (JM) 0.4 mgₚt cm⁻² GDEs were used as anodes for the preparation of membrane electrode assemblies (MEAs).
2.2. PtNi NW array GDE fabrication

Pt NW array GDEs were fabricated using a slightly modified procedure to that detailed previously [24]. A 100 cm$^2$ Sigracet 39BC GDL was placed at the bottom of an equal sized petri-dish and submerged in 66 mL H$_2$O. 1.05 mL of 8 wt% H$_2$PtCl$_6$ aqueous solution was added, followed by 3.31 mL HCOOH. The petri dish was covered by the lid and placed in an oven at 40°C for 72 hrs. The Pt NW array GDE was then washed with H$_2$O and IPA before drying in the oven at the same temperature.

Ni impregnation was conducted at a precursor ratio equivalent to Pt$_3$Ni$_4$. A 16 cm$^2$ square cut from the as-prepared Pt NW array GDE was painted with a solution of 10.4 mg NiCl$_2$.6H$_2$O in 100 μL H$_2$O before pipetting a fresh solution of 10.4 mg NaBH$_4$ in 1 mL NaOH solution (0.1 M). This was left to react for 2 hrs before washing and drying.

Thermal annealing was carried out in a tube furnace (Vecstar Ltd) at the select temperature (150, 200 or 250°C) for 24 hrs under a 50 mL min$^{-1}$ flow of 4% H$_2$/Ar. The heating and cooling rate was 2°C min$^{-1}$. Acid leaching (AL) was performed by submerging the annealed GDE in 0.1 M HNO$_3$ solution for 2 hrs. The entire PtNi NW array GDE fabrication process is shown in Figure 1.

**Figure 1.** Schematic fabrication process of the PtNi NW array GDE (T°C represents the annealing temperature).
2.3. Physical characterisation

Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) analysis was conducted on a Jeol 7000F SEM. A TM3030Plus SEM was used for the cross-sectional analysis and energy dispersive X-ray (EDX) mapping. A FEI Talos F200 TEM with an accelerating voltage 200 kV was used for all transmission electron microscopy (TEM) and scanning transmission electron microscopy (STEM) analysis. Inductively coupled plasma mass spectrometry (ICP-MS) was conducted on both entire GDEs (1 cm²) and the CL (0.5 - 1 mg scrapped off) by a Perkin Elmer Nexion 300X with plasma strength 1500 W. X-ray diffraction (XRD) analysis was carried out with a Bruker D8 auto-sampler using a Cu X-ray source (\(\lambda = 0.15406\) nm) with a step size of 0.02°. A Thermo Fisher Scientific NEXSA spectrometer with a micro-fused monochromatic Al Kα source (72 W) and a spot size 300 x 300 μm was used for X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) of the GDE surface. Data analysis was performed with the Casa XPS software (version 2.3.18PR1.0) and sample charge corrected using the C1s peak at 284.8 eV as the reference point.

2.4. Ex-situ GDE measurement

Ex-situ GDE measurement was conducted in a 3-electrode setup using a FlexCell (PTFE) from Gaskatel. GDEs were cut to 5 cm by 3 cm rectangular pieces for measuring. The GDE was held in the cell by O-rings with an active area of 3 cm² and used as the working electrode. The main and reference compartments were filled with 0.1 M HClO₄ aqueous electrolyte. A commercial HydroFlex reference hydrogen electrode (RHE) was used and Pt coil was used as the counter electrode. The cell temperature was kept at 25°C. A cross sectional Illustration of the measurement apparatus is shown in Figure 2.

Initially with N₂ gas supplied behind the GDE, 100 cycle voltammetry (CV) cycles were conducted in the range 0.05-1.2 V vs. RHE at 100 mV s⁻¹ in order to electrochemically clean the catalyst surface. 2 CVs were then recorded at 20 mV s⁻¹ with the last used for Pt surface area calculation. The gas was then switched to O₂ and the open circuit potential (OCP) was recorded until it became stable for at least 200 s as an indication of saturation. A linear sweep voltammogram (LSV) was then run from 1.2 - 0.05 V vs. RHE at 10 mV s⁻¹ and potenti-electrochemical impedance spectroscopy ((P)EIS) was conducted at 0.9 V vs. RHE in the frequency range of 10 kHz - 0.1 Hz.
Figure 2: Cross sectional Illustration of the FlexCell (PTFE) ex-situ GDE measurement apparatus.

2.5. MEA fabrication and single cell testing

The MEA fabrication and testing procedures were detailed in our previous work [26]. Typically, Nafion® ionomer was coated onto the 16 cm² GDEs (91.4 μL 10% Nafion® solution in 200 μL IPA, for an ionomer loading of 0.6 mg Nafton cm⁻²) before being made into MEAs. The test cathode and commercial anode were hot pressed at both side of a Nafion® 212 membrane (36 cm²) under a load of 1800 lb at 135°C for 2 mins.

A PxiTech-Biologic FCT-50S PEMFC test stand was used for all MEA tests. Polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE) gasket of thickness 254 μm and graphite flow field plates with single serpentine channels are used. For all tests the cell temperature was 80°C. Membrane hydration was firstly achieved by holding the cell potential at 0.6 V for more than 10 hrs with air/H₂ supplied at stoichiometric ratios of 1.5/1.3 control under 1.5/1.5 bar absolute pressure and 100/100% relative humidity (RH), respectively. Polarization curves were obtained following the EU harmonised test protocol, and the cathode/anode conditions were changed to 2.3/2.5 bar absolute pressure and 30/50% RH, respectively [27]. Under these conditions (G)EIS (30 mA cm⁻² with an amplitude of 4.5 mA cm⁻²) and (P)EIS (0.65 and 0.5 V with an amplitude 10 mV) were conducted in the frequency range 10 kHz - 0.1 Hz. Kinetic characterisation was conducted under U.S. department of energy (DoE) standard protocol with the cathode/anode supplied with O₂/H₂ at 9.5/2 stoichiometric ratio at 1.5/1.5 bar absolute pressure and 100/100% RH, respectively [28]. An EZ-Stat Pro (NuVant Systems) was used to record cathode CVs (0.05 - 1.2 V vs. RHE at 20 mV s⁻¹) as well as measure H₂ crossover current by holding the potential at 0.5 V vs. RHE for 30 mins [29]. For these tests the cathode was fed with fully humidified N₂. The H_{desorption} region of the CV plot and the capacitive constant of 210 μC cm⁻² for polycrystalline Pt was used to calculate the electrochemical surface area (ECSA) [30]. Accelerated degradation testing (ADT) was
conducted by performing 3000 potential sweep cycles in the potential range of 0.6 - 1.2 V vs. RHE at 100 mV s\(^{-1}\) to monitor the GDE durability in PEMFCs.

3. Results and Discussion

3.1. Physical characterisation

SEM analysis results of the PtNi NW array GDE (annealed at 200\(^{\circ}\)C) are shown in Figure 3. The NWs show some cubic agglomerate structures with NWs just visibly protruding out from the surface (Figure 3a). Additionally, NWs tend to form clusters which as approximated by SEM-EDX, showing a 2-3 fold increase in Pt density as compared to the rest of the GDL surface (Figure S1). Figure 3b-3d shows the cross-section SEM image and Ni EDX mappings of the GDEs with and without acid leaching (AL). For the one before AL, a band of Ni is clearly visible at the interface between carbon fibre substrate and microporous layer (MPL) in the GDE (Figure 3c). In the impregnation step, the Pt NW array GDE is wetted but the highly hydrophobic fibrous carbon substrate still contains numerous air pockets. Most NiCl\(_2\).6H\(_2\)O precursor resides at this interface forming Ni particles on location by a following reduction process using NaBH\(_4\). Rather than NaBH\(_4\), hydrazine monohydrate has alternatively been used by Elvington et al, however, there is no evidence that this would more preferentially reduce Ni on the NW surface [31]. The Ni band is effectively removed in the following acid leaching procedure and leaving behind a high Ni content on the surface with the CL in the GDE (Figure 3d). Clear evidence of the Ni content decrease is demonstrated with the ICP-MS results presented later.

![Figure 3: SEM analysis of a PtNi NW array GDE after annealing at 200\(^{\circ}\)C: (a) surface image; and (b) the cross-section image after the acid leaching (AL). SEM-EDX Ni mappings of the PtNi NW array GDE annealed at 200\(^{\circ}\)C (c) before and (d) after the acid leaching. White lines indicate the cross-section area.](image)
TEM images of the PtNi NW arrays illustrate the cubic agglomerates with an average size of about 120 nm as comprised of NWs of lengths about 25 nm (Figure 4), consistent with previous reports [24]. This agglomerate structure has been frequently reported in previous works on this fabrication method where it is thought that a highly crystalline seed provides the facets for the orientated growth of the NWs [19,32]. The average diameter of the NWs is about 3.9 nm with little change across the three different annealing temperatures investigated (Figure 4b-d). Lattice fringe patterns (Figure 4e) indicate an average inter lattice spacing of 0.22 nm, confirming anisotropic growth along the <111> direction. STEM-EDX mapping was also employed to confirm the incorporation of Ni into the Pt NW structure through impregnation and annealing (Figure 4f-g).

**Figure 4:** TEM of PtNi NW arrays acid leached after annealing for 24 hrs at the temperatures of (a) and (b) 200, (c) 150 and (d) 250°C. (e) HR-TEM showing the inter lattice spacing of a PtNi NW (150°C). (f) Pt and (g) Ni STEM-EDX maps of a PtNi NW (200°C, AL).

ICP-MS analysis was used to accurately determine the Pt-Ni ratio for the entire GDE and the CL of the PtNi NW array GDEs to further understand Ni impregnation. This was conducted to the GDEs (fabricated with a precursor ratio of Pt\textsubscript{3}Ni\textsubscript{4}) with three different annealing temperatures before and after the acid leaching. Figure 5a shows the obtained Pt\textsubscript{x}Ni ratios. An average value of x = 1.11 is obtained for the entire GDE before the acid leaching,
representing a yield of 67% for the Ni reduction where the rest is washed away during the GDE cleaning procedure. After the acid leaching, $x = 4.55$, suggesting removal of 76% Ni. For the CL, $x$ is 4.59 and 4.34 before and after the acid leaching, respectively. These values lead to two main conclusions: (i) The Ni incorporated into the CL is stable under the acid leaching conditions employed in this study, suggesting the successful surface segregation of Pt during the annealing process for a good protection of the annealed Ni. (ii) The Ni content of the entire GDE after the acid leaching is very close to that of the CL - where the ratio is much smaller for the entire GDE before the acid leaching. In conjunction with the SEM-EDX results shown in Figure 3c and 3d, this suggests that the acid leaching mainly removes the Ni in the carbon paper/MPL interface which can potentially hinder MEA performance, but retains the part within the NWs that can boost ORR catalytic activities. A detailed investigation of the optimal acid leaching conditions similar to the work conducted by Alia et al [33] will be of interest to this electrode system. In addition to the determination of the Pt,Ni ratio, ICP-MS was also used to ascertain the average Pt loading. A value of $0.312 \pm 0.026 \text{ mg}_\text{Pt} \text{ cm}^{-2}$ is obtained, which will be used for ECSA and mass activity estimation later.

XRD analysis was conducted to understand the crystallinity and the alloying degree of the PtNi NWs within the GDEs. Figure 5b shows the XRD patterns of the Pt/C, Pt NW array and PtNi NW array (200°C, AL) GDEs. The high C peak at 26.6° is associated with the (002) plane of the graphitic carbon with the GDL support. All other peaks can be well indexed to the face centred cubic (fcc) Pt structure (JCPDS-04-0802) [34]. With the NW arrays a high degree of crystallinity of Pt results in much larger peak intensity than Pt/C. Figure 5c shows Pt (111) peaks for the Pt NW array and PtNi NW array GDEs annealed at the different temperatures. A progressive positive peak shift can be observed with the increase of the annealing temperature, indicating lattice contraction through the surface segregation of Pt and alloying of the smaller Ni atoms into the Pt fcc lattice, coinciding with our previous study [25]. This peak shift is lower than those of PtNi alloy nanostructures reported in literature due to the low annealing temperature used here for retaining NW morphology and the low Ni content in the final NW structures [31,35,36]. Pt(111) peaks for the PtNi NWs before and after the acid leaching were observed to be very similar, further demonstrating the stable incorporation of Ni in the Pt NWs.
Figure 5: (a) Pt,Ni ratios for the PtNi NW array GDEs and CLs annealed at three different temperatures before and after the acid leaching (AL). (b) XRD patterns of the GDEs made of Pt/C, Pt NW arrays and PtNi NW arrays (200°C, AL). (c) Comparison of Pt (111) peak for the Pt NW and PtNi NW array GDEs annealed at different temperatures.

XPS analysis was employed to evaluate the nature of Pt and Ni elements in the GDEs. Figure 6a shows the survey spectra of the Pt NW array and PtNi NW array (200°C) before and after the acid leaching. The peak at around 1072 eV for the PtNi NW array GDE before the acid leaching is Na 1s (Figure S3), resourcing from NaBH$_4$ reductant, which has an adverse effect on PEMFC performance through cation exchange, similar to dissolved Ni ions [37]. Fitting of the Pt 4f spectra shows just metallic Pt across all GDEs indicating a high stability of Pt to oxidation by the HNO$_3$ used in the acid leaching (Figure 6b-c). In addition to the Pt peaks, Ni 3p peaks can be observed and increase after the acid leaching, in particular at the low annealing temperature of 150°C (Figure S4). Ni 2p XPS shows that the ratio of Ni/Ni oxides decreases after the acid leaching for the PtNi NWs suggesting oxidation by the acid (Figure 6d-f). This Ni/Ni oxide ratio increases with the annealing temperature indicating improved protection of the subsurface Ni to oxidation, while unprotected Ni oxides on the surface are completely removed during the acid leaching process. Alia et al commented that when forming a Ni oxide layer on the PtNi NWs by thermal annealing in O$_2$, Ni oxide could segregate to the surface under certain conditions (e.g. annealing at 300°C) leading to very little Pt presented on the surface [38]. The greater intensity of Ni 3p peaks in the Pt 4f spectra after acid leaching implies that the oxidation of Ni from acid leaching also induces the surface segregation of Ni back to the surface layers of the PtNi NWs. A high annealing temperature results in a more stable alloy which can partially prevent this segregation.
3.2. Ex-situ GDE measurement

The environment in operating fuel cells is very complex depending on many different factors rather than just the catalysts themselves. For example, Ni leached out of the NWs can contaminate the local ionomer, which thus decreases the local O$_2$ permeability and proton conductivity at the catalyst surface. To evaluate the catalytic activities in a clean environment by mitigating influence of external circumstances, ex-situ GDE measurement was conducted to the Pt NW array and PtNi NW array (200°C, AL) GDEs in 0.1 M HClO$_4$ aqueous electrolyte. Both Pt NW array and PtNi NW array GDEs with and without the inclusion of Nafion® ionomer were measured and the results are shown in Figure 7. The CV plots (Figure 7a) show that without ionomer, natural hydrophobicity of the GDL limits the wettability of the liquid electrolyte and very low ECSAs of 4.2 and 5.5 m$^2$ g$_{Pt}^{-1}$ are obtained for Pt NW array for PtNi NW array GDEs, respectively. When ionomer is loaded onto the GDEs, the ECSAs increase to 26.8 and 29.0 m$^2$ g$_{Pt}^{-1}$, respectively.
After the CV scanning the electrolyte solution was saturated with O₂ gas, where OCP was used as a measure of saturation, and the cathodic LSV was then recorded (Figure 7b-c). The mass activities at 0.9 V vs. RHE for all plain and ionomer coated GDEs are listed in Table S1 and compared in Figure 7d. The mass activities for the plain Pt NW array and PtNi NW array GDEs are 0.83 and 3.39 mA mg⁻¹Pt, and these increase to 5.08 and 14.44 mA mg⁻¹Pt after coating with ionomer. The large increase is as expected because the ionomer boosts the contact between the electrolyte with the NW surface. The much enhanced activity of the PtNi NW array GDE in comparison to the Pt NW array GDE (4.08- and 2.84-fold without and with ionomer, respectively) confirming the positive role of Ni in boosting the inherent catalytic activity of the NWs, but the large decrease from 4.08- to 2.84- fold after introducing ionomer highlights the adverse interaction of Ni to Nafion® ionomer. It has been reported that metal ion contamination reduces the O₂ permeability within the ionomer coated Pt electrodes [37]. Braaten et al attributed this effect to cross-linking induced between the sulfonate groups of ionomer decreasing the water content in the ionomer layer [39].

To further understand the catalyst/ionomer interaction within the NW array GDEs, the cell temperature was increased to a high temperature of 50°C as close as possible to that in PEMFCs (i.e. 80°C). 50°C is used here because a higher temperature generates bubbles in liquid electrolyte thus affecting the measurement. Similar ECSAs were obtained (Table S1), however; there were key changes in the kinetic region of the LSVs (Figure 7b and c). Figure 7d compares the mass activities at 0.9 V vs. RHE of all GDEs at 25 and 50°C. Compared to 25°C, the mass activity of the Pt NW array GDE increased by 2.28 and 1.70 fold to 1.89 and 8.65 mA mg⁻¹Pt for the plain and ionomer coated GDE, respectively. However, this is only 1.17-fold (3.97 mA mg⁻¹Pt) for the plain PtNi NW array GDE, and even reduces from 14.44 to 13.93 mA mg⁻¹Pt for the ionomer coated PtNi NW array GDE which is only 1.61-fold over that of the ionomer coated Pt NW array GDE. The lower enhancement value for PtNi (cf. Pt) can be ascribed to Ni loss which results in a reduction in the inherent activity of the surface. A crossover between both LSVs for the plain and ionomer coated PtNi NW array GDEs further indicates that the Ni-ionomer interaction is limiting kinetic activity at the high potential region. While gas permeability through the ionomer layer is a critical issue with regards to mass transport losses at a large current density, the activity recorded at 0.9 V should be little affected by such issues, especially in the idealised GDE environment. However, these results suggest otherwise where probable differences in the diffusivity of O₂ through the ionomer are significant enough to change measured activities at 0.9 V vs. RHE. It is therefore proposed that the unfavourable ionomer contamination is significantly accelerated at a high temperature (e.g. 50°C here or 80°C in PEMFCs) compared to that at 25°C which is the temperature usually used in half-cell measurement. This is the leading cause for the
reduced mass activities at high temperature, and also the possible main reason leading to the disparity between ORR catalytic activity measured in half-cell measurement and single cell test environments.

Figure 7: Ex-situ GDE measurement in 0.1 M HClO₄ aqueous electrolyte: (a) CVs of the GDEs in the potential range 0.05-1.2 V vs. RHE with a scan rate of 20 mV s⁻¹ at 25 °C with N₂ gas flow at 0.4 SCFH. LSV plots (corrected with the internal resistance and double layer) in the range 1.2-0.05 V vs. RHE at a scan rate of 10 mV s⁻¹ with and without ionomer at 25 and 50°C under a flow of O₂ for (b) the Pt NW array and (c) PtNi NW array (200°C, AL) GDEs. (d) Comparison of the mass activities for all electrodes at 25 and 50 °C.

3.3. Single cell performance

For ORR catalyst development, it is critical to understand their real catalytic behaviour in a working PEMFC. For example, catalysts of Pt coated (both galvanic displacement and atomic layer deposition) Ni NWs have been demonstrated with very high ORR catalytic
activities by Pivovar and co-workers using half-cell RDE measurement in liquid electrolyte. However, they found that these catalysts showed very limited power performance in fuel cells, in particular the electrode performance severely suffered from Ni dissolution and treatment such as ion exchange or acid leaching was therefore required for the catalysts prior to fabrication into MEAs [33,38,40–43].

Figure 8 shows the polarization curves and (G)EIS plot at a low current density (30 mA cm\(^{-2}\)) of the MEAs with PtNi NW array (200°C) and PtNi NW array (200°C, AL) cathodes. Figure S7 shows the P(EIS) at the intermediate and high current density regions. Without acid leaching, the PtNi NW array electrode exhibits much lower power performance although a higher OCP and slightly smaller charge transfer resistance in comparison to the acid leached one. The initial drop at about 50 mA cm\(^{-2}\) can be attributed to the slightly larger internal resistance (shown with the real impedance at the high frequency region), resulting from the decreased proton conductivity in the PEM [44]. This was also reported in the aforementioned PtNi NW system where Mauger et al ascribed the reason to the blocking of sulfuric acid groups in the PEM [42]. The large drop at the higher current density region is caused by mass transport limitation, indicative of the aforementioned ionomer contamination mechanism. The acid leaching mitigates these effects by removing Ni both on Pt NW surface and in the carbon paper/MPL interface (Figure 3), but also leading to a slightly larger charger transfer resistance and the kinetic performance is reduced. Jia et al experimentally verified that if the PtM\(_x\) ratio is higher than the optimal value for ORR catalytic activity, the catalyst resides on the weak Pt-O binding leg of the famous volcano plot, and thus dissolution leads to a strengthening of the Pt-O bond and thus increased catalytic activity [45]. In this work, the reduction in catalytic performance suggests that the PtNi NW arrays reside on the strong binding leg and so the opposite relation is true.

Figure 8: (a) Polarization curves and (b) EIS plots at 30 mA cm\(^{-2}\) for the PtNi NW array GDEs (annealed at 200°C) before and after the acid leaching. Cell temperature 80°C, cathode/anode parameters of: air/H\(_2\) supply, 2.3/2.5 absolute pressure, 1.5/1.3 stoichiometric coefficient, 30%/50% RH, respectively.
To understand the influence of the Ni content on the GDE power performance, precursors with different Ni amounts, Pt$_3$Ni$_2$, Pt$_3$Ni$_4$ and Pt$_3$Ni$_6$ were studied. The polarization curves are shown in Figure S7a and the GDE made from Pt$_3$Ni$_4$ exhibits the highest power performance. Our previous study demonstrated that 250°C was the sintering transition temperature for the Pt NW/C catalyst [25] and so with the PtNi NW array GDEs, the annealing temperature was also refined with the optimal condition found at 200°C (Figure S7b). The TEM analysis shows slight morphological changes of the PtNi NW arrays annealed at 250°C, and compared to the annealing at 150°C, the one at 200°C benefits from the reduced Ni oxides, enhanced alloying and protection to dissolution. The different surface properties of PtNi NWs over Pt NWs mean a different proton conducting ionomer loading is required for the PtNi NW GDE. The results (Figure S7c) indicate that the PtNi NW GDE with a reduced ionomer loading of 0.4 mg$_{\text{Naf}}$ cm$^{-2}$ exhibits the best power performance, as compared to a low loading (i.e. 0.2 mg$_{\text{Naf}}$ cm$^{-2}$) with limited proton transport path and a high loading (i.e. 0.6 mg$_{\text{Naf}}$ cm$^{-2}$) inducing O$_2$ mass transport limitations. Therefore, the optimal fabrication process for the PtNi NW array GDE can be determined as with the precursor ratio Pt$_3$Ni$_4$, annealing temperature of 200°C, acid leached and ionomer loading of 0.4 mg$_{\text{Naf}}$ cm$^{-2}$. For simplification in the following discussion, these conditions are denoted as PtNi NW array* GDE.

Figure 9a compares the polarization and power density curves of the Pt/C benchmark, Pt NW array and PtNi NW array* cathodes. A power density trend of PtNi NW array* > Pt NW array > Pt/C is found with the value of 0.541, 0.504 and 0.442 W cm$^{-2}$ at 0.6 V, respectively. To help understand the power performance difference, the ECSA was approximated for each GDE using the H$_{\text{des}}$ region of CVs conducted under a cathode flow of N$_2$ (Figure 9b) [8]. For the Pt/C, Pt NW array and PtNi NW array* cathodes, ECSAs are 40.1, 21.8 and 21.3 m$^2$ g$_{\text{Pt}}^{-1}$, respectively. The similarity to the values obtained in the ex-situ GDE measurement suggests an excellent mechanical reliability of the NW array catalyst structure within the GDE and it is well kept in the hot pressing in making the MEAs. The lower ECSAs of the NW array systems are due to the lower surface to bulk ratio of 1D morphologies and is consistent with previous studies [23]. Even with the lower ECSAs, enhanced single cell performances are recorded for the NW array GDEs. Furthermore, the PtNi NW array* GDE shows slightly higher power density over the Pt NW array GDE with a very similar ECSA, indicating the positive contribution of Ni.
Figure 9: Comparison of power performance for the Pt/C, Pt NW array and PtNi NW array* GDEs: (a) polarization curves; (b) cathode CVs with a scan rate of 20 mV s\(^{-1}\) and N\(_2\) at the cathode; EIS plots at (c) 30 mA cm\(^{-2}\), (d) 0.65 V and (e) 0.5 V; and (f) Tafel plots after the internal resistance and H\(_2\) crossover correction (cathode/anode conditions of: O\(_2\)/H\(_2\) supply, 1.5/1.5 bar absolute pressure, 9.5/2 stoichiometric coefficient and 100 %/100 % RH).

To further elucidate the performance enhancements, EIS analysis was conducted and the spectra are shown in Figure 9c-9e. At the low current density at 30 mA cm\(^{-2}\) (Figure 9c), very similar charge transfer resistances (R\(_{CT}\)) are found for the Pt NW array and Pt/C GDEs. A reduced slope in the mid-high frequency regime for the Pt NW arrays in comparison to Pt/C indicates a larger ionic resistivity as a result of sub-optimal ionomer-NW contact [46,47]. The PtNi NW array* GDE shows a similar slope to the Pt/C GDE suggesting improved proton transport because of the better ionomer-catalyst contact resulting from the higher hydrophilicity PtNi NWs (cf. Pt NWs) [48]. Furthermore, a smaller R\(_{CT}\) confirms the improved ORR catalytic activity. For EIS spectra at the high current densities/low cell potentials (Figures 9d and 9e), impedances are both equally smaller than that of Pt/C indicating higher reaction rates and improved mass transfer with the NW GDEs.

Polarization curves were also conducted under O\(_2\) atmosphere at the cathode to minimize the influence of mass transport losses for a better understanding of the ORR catalytic activity in MEA operation [28]. The curves were corrected for both internal resistance and H\(_2\) crossover, resulting in Tafel plots presented in Figure 9f. The mass activity obtained increases modestly from 0.060 A\(_{0.9V}\) mg\(_{Pt}\)^{-1} for the Pt/C GDE to 0.062 and 0.070 A\(_{0.9V}\) mg\(_{Pt}\)^{-1} for the Pt NW array and PtNi NW arrays* GDEs, respectively. Indicting an inherent ORR
catalytic activity order of PtNi NW array* > Pt NW array > Pt/C is the respective specific activities of 326, 285 and 150 μA_0.9V cm^2Pt. These enhancements are thought to be due to the high aspect ratio of crystalline facets in the NWs as well as lattice-strain effects additionally presented in the PtNi NW arrays. Reductions in Tafel slope are also observed for the Pt NW array (44 mV dec^{-1}) and PtNi NW array* (38 mV dec^{-1}) GDEs in comparison to the Pt/C GDE (69 mV dec^{-1}) indicating a possible fast catalytic reaction mechanism for the ORR in the kinetic region [49] and the contribution from the thin nanowire CLs [8,24,50].

3.4. Accelerated degradation testing in PEMFC single cells

To evaluate the durability of the as-prepared GDEs, ADT was conducted by potential cycling for 3000 cycles between 0.6 - 1.2 V vs. RHE at a scan rate of 100 mV s^{-1} with the cathode fed with N₂. Figure 10a shows the ECSA loss of 76% and 51% for the Pt/C and Pt NW array GDEs, respectively. The better stability of Pt NWs is consistent with previous studies showing 1D Pt nanostructures have a high tolerance to the catalyst degradation mechanisms such as dissolution, Oswald ripening and aggregation [16,51]. After the introduction of Ni, the PtNi NW array* GDE exhibits a higher ECSA loss of 60% (cf. 51% of the Pt NW array GDE). After the ADT the power densities for Pt/C, Pt NW array and PtNi NW array GDEs are 0.308, 0.393 and 0.390 W cm^{-2} at 0.6 V, respectively, corresponding to losses of 30, 22 and 28% to the initial power densities. The major factor for the degradation is the loss of the ECSA, but for the PtNi NW array* GDE the ionomer contamination and specific activity loss through Ni dissolution are also compounding issues. Nevertheless, both NW array GDEs show enhanced durability than the Pt/C GDE.

Figure 10: Comparison of the (a) ECSAs and (b) polarization curves before and after the ADT (3000 potential sweeping cycles between 0.6 - 1.2 V vs. RHE at a scan rate of 100 mV s^{-1}) for the Pt/C, Pt NW array and PtNi NW array* GDEs.

4. Conclusions

PtNi NW array GDEs are fabricated by an impregnation/annealing method. Cross sectional SEM and ICP-MS analyses indicate that Ni primarily deposits at the carbon fibre
substrate/MPL interface within the GDL. This deposition results in the ionomer contamination and ion exchange in PEM which significantly reduces the power performance of the GDEs. The acid leaching partially mitigates the negative effect and Ni is left only in the NW structures. The PtNi NW array GDE with the optimal annealing temperature of 200°C, acid leached and Nafion ionomer content of 0.4 mg cm$^{-2}$, demonstrates 1.07- and 1.22-fold increases in power density in comparison to the Pt NW array and Pt/C GDEs, respectively. The ex-situ GDE measurement in 0.1 M HClO$_4$ aqueous electrolyte at 25°C records a 2.84-fold enhancement in the mass catalytic activity for the PtNi NW array GDE as compared to the Pt NW array GDE. However, at the elevated temperature of 50°C, the enhancement decreases to 1.61-fold, and the introduction of ionomer in the PtNi NW array GDE even results in a decreased mass activity, which are ascribed to the leaching of Ni and the Ni ion contamination to the ionomer at the high temperature, further limiting the power performance improvement in operating fuel cells. In addition, the leaching of Ni and ionomer contamination result in worse durability of the PtNi NW array GDE finally leading to a similar end power density to the Pt NW array GDE after the ADT. The ionomer coating is concluded to have a drastic negative impact on the PtNi catalytic activities in operating fuel cell enviroment thus highlighting the potential of ionomer free CLs for utilising PtNi alloy catalysts in PEMFCs.
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